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Abstract: The absolute stability of a dark matter (DM) particle is not a binding re-
quirement. Here we suggest a few scenarios where the DM particle is liable to decay via
extremely feeble interactions. This can happen via inexplicably small Yukawa couplings in
the simplest conjectures. After setting down such a model, we go beyond it, thus treading
onto scenarios where the spontaneous breakdown of some gauged U(1) symmetry may lead
to intermediate scales, and suitably suppressed effective operators which allow the DM
particle to decay slowly. The constraints from particle physics as well as cosmology are
taken into account in each case. The last and more involved scenario, studied in detail,
suggest a link between the model parameters that govern neutrino physics on one side, and
the dynamics of a quasi-stable DM particle on the other.
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1 Introduction
Dark matter (DM) is an undeniable component of the universe today, playing a funda-
mental role in structure formation and in explaining galactic rotation curves and other
astrophysical and cosmological observations [1]. Assuming a Z2 symmetry is a frequently
adopted practice in ensuring a stable particle in the elementary particle spectrum, which
can account for dark matter (DM) in our universe. In special cases like the minimal super-
symmetric standard model (MSSM) lepton and baryon number conservation and stability
of the proton may (though somewhat grudgingly) be taken as facts supported by exper-
iments. In general, however, such broader theoretical motivation for Z2 symmetries are
difficult to find. Furthermore, global symmetries are not likely to be respected by quantum
gravity [2–4]. Thus even a scenario that is Z2-symmetric at low energy may permit very
small violation of the discrete symmetry, when one takes its UV-completion into account.
On the other hand, dark matter does not have to be absolutely stable. Indeed it
is possible that the dark matter candidate(s) has extremely slow decays, with a lifetime
much longer than the age of the Universe, due to correspondingly small couplings, whose
smallness is protected in spite of radiative corrections. Here we wish to illustrate such a
scenario, devoid of any discrete symmetry and consisting of a very long-lived dark matter
particle. For these very small DM couplings, the most typical mechanisms for dark matter
production are the freeze-in [5, 6] and SuperWIMP mechanisms [7, 8], which rely on the
generation of the DM particles from a mother particle in thermal equilibrium. In our model
we will therefore also have additional charged states, which can be in equilibrium with the
SM, produce DM and mediate interactions between the DM and the dark sector.
The approach to construct a model with decaying dark matter, followed in this work,
consists of three levels with increasing complexity of the model as well as naturality. We
will consider in all cases a spin-1/2 DM candidate which can decay only via very small
Yukawa interactions or higher-dimensional operators.
As the first case, we consider a model with minimal field content and renormalizable
Yukawa couplings driving DM decay. It should be remembered here that the Yukawas in the
standard model (SM) vary over some five orders of magnitude, without any fundamental
principle explaining them. Though this is somewhat dissatisfying, a redeeming feature
is that these couplings are ‘technically natural’ [9], since their radiative corrections, are
always proportional to the tree-level Yukawa couplings with additional coefficients ≤ 1.
Emboldened by this, we construct a scenario with not only new Yukawas of even smaller
magnitude than those in the SM, but also some gauge-invariant fermion masses, which
are all shown to be stable against radiative corrections for certain ranges of values of the
parameters. This again makes the added terms ‘technically natural’.
This ‘simple’ scenario leads not only to a dark matter candidate consistent with relic
density from freeze-in, but also to an entire spectrum consistent with neutrino masses and
mixing, FCNC, lepton universality, Higgs decay data etc. We introduce in the model three
SM singlet Majorana fermions, the lightest of which serve as the dark matter candidate,
bringing this model within the class of decaying sterile neutrino DM models similar to the
νSM [10–12].
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In addition a vector-like doublet F has been considered, whose decay is responsible
for the freeze-in production of the dark matter, as in [13, 14]. The dark matter decays to
three fermions via Yukawa interaction with the SM Higgs, the strength of which needs to
be extremely small (≤ 10−20) in order to be consistent with DM decay observables. The
smallness of this interaction strength, of a degree much more severe than what is seen in
the SM, is inexplicable from the premises of the model, even if radiatively stable.
To take care of the above issue, a slightly expanded scenario is proposed in the next
step. We add a local U(1) symmetry that is broken spontaneously with the help of a
scalar φ at an intermediate scale around 108 GeV. All the dark sector fields, F,ψ(DM) and
φ, are charged under this new gauge symmetry. One can write down dimension 5-and-6
operators, invariant under the SM gauge group as well as the new U(1), suppressed by the
Planck scale. Once the U(1) symmetry is broken spontaneously, these higher-dimensional
operators lead to mixing and highly suppressed interaction terms between the dark sector
fermions and the SM leptons. These not only generate the tiny Yukawa couplings that
causes the DM to decay but also the interactions and the decay amplitudes for the F to
decay into DM with the level of smallness consistent with freeze-in production.
Finally, we upgrade the U(1) gauge symmetry to U(1)Lµ−Lτ so as to establish a direct
connection between DM and the leptonic sector. It is well-known that U(1)Lµ−Lτ can pro-
vide an explanation for the large neutrino mixing in the µ−τ sector [15–17]. Moreover quite
a number of DM models have already been put forward in the context of U(1)Lµ−Lτ [18–
24] but often in different contexts than in the present paper. This scenario has all the
advantages of the earlier model along with the DM-neutrino connection which provides
it some additional merit. Thus we present the phenomenology of this model in greater
details. Here the presence of the higher-dimensional terms in the neutrino mass matrix
allow us to obey the PLANCK bound on sum of the light neutrino masses unlike the simple
case with only renormalizable terms [25, 26]. Moreover we have observable predictions for
neutrinoless double-beta decay 0νββ.
The last-mentioned ‘gauged scenario’ may also be motivated from the angle of UV-
completion. On the one hand, such a symmetry is attractive from a neutrino physics point
of view. On the other, such a U(1) may be the result of the breaking chain of a gauge
group corresponding to a grand unified theory (GUT) at an intermediate scale [27, 28].
Thus both a quasi-stable DM and the physics of lepton sector can be linked to a GUT
scenario.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the U(1)-model followed
by a short discussion of the renormalizable model. In section 3 we discuss the Lµ − Lτ
scenario in details. We summarize and conclude in section 4.
2 Simplified Models
2.1 Model 1
We first consider a model with three generations of RH fermions and one SU(2)L doublet
vectorlike fermion in addition to the the SM particle content without imposing any ad-
ditional symmetries. The newly added particles and their respective charges is shown in
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Fields SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y
NR,i 1 1 0
F =
(
F 0
F−
)
1 2 -1/2
F =
(
F
0
F+
)
1 2 1/2
Table 1. The quantum numbers of the new fields in Model 1.
NR,1 ν
ν
h
f
f¯
YN,1v√
2MN
NR,1 ν
l±, ν
f
f¯
YN,1v√
2MN
W ∓
, Z
NR,1 F, F
W ∓
, Z
f¯
f
LL
YNF v√
2(MN−MF )
MlF/MF
Figure 1. Feynman diagrams of DM decay in Model 1. The first two are the dominant processes to
drive the decay of the DM NR,1, the last decay channel goes via virtual vector-like fermion through
the mixing MlF .
tab. 1 where three generations of singlet fermions NR,1, NR,2, NR,3 are collectively denoted
as NR,i.
The renormalizable Lagrangian comprised of the newly added fields is,
L = NR,ii /DNR,i + Fi /DF −MN,iN cR,iNR,i −MFFF −MliF
(
LL,iFR + FRLL,i
)
−
(
YNiLLH
cNR,i + Y
†
Ni
NR,iH
†LL
)
− YNiF
(
FLH
cNR,i +NR,iH
†FL
)
− YeiF
(
FLH lR,i + lR,iH
†FL
)
. (2.1)
We have considered the lightest of the NR,i, NR,1 to be the DM candidate which mixes
with the SM neutrinos and the new vectorial fermions and thus decays as shown in fig. 1.
Also the decay channel via loops into neutrino and photon is present, but it is negligible
for DM masses above the 3 lepton decay threshold.
The DM can be produced from the decay of F, F fermions via the freeze-in mechanism,
as long as the relevant Yukawa coupling YN1F is in the range ∼ 10−11 − 10−12, according
to
ΩFIh
2 ∼ 1.09× 10
27gF
g
3/2
∗
MN,1ΓF→ψH
M2F
= 0.1
( g∗
102
)−3/2( YN1F
3.78× 10−12
)2 MN,1
MF
, (2.2)
where gF (= 4) counts the number of degrees of freedom in the F doublet, g∗ is the number
of relativistic degrees of freedom in the thermal bath at the time of decay 1.
Indirect detection constraints put a lower bound of O(1026 sec) on the lifetime of a
decaying DM [29]. In fig. 2 we depict the lifetime contours of the DM as a function of
1We are assuming here no entropy production between the FIMP production and the present epoch.
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Figure 2. Contours of DM(NR,1) lifetime in the MN,1 − YN1-plane.
DM mass and coupling. Evidently, in order to satisfy this constraint one needs very small
Yukawa coupling YN1 as well as a very small mixing MlF . 1 keV to ensure a suppressed
decay rate.
This value of MlF is much smaller than the mass of the heavy fermions and to check its
stability we computed explicitly the one loop radiative contribution toMlF . The corrections
are as follows:
∆MF 0ν ∼

g22 × F(p2,mS,V ,mf )×MlF (F-V mediated loop)
g22 × F(p2,mS,V ,mf )×
YNYNF v
2
MN −MF (Ni-V mediated loop)
YN YNF MN × F(p2,mS,V ,mf ) (H-Ni loop).
(2.3)
and
∆MF∓l± ∼

g22 ×F(p2,mS,V ,mf )×MlF (F-V loop)
g22 ×F(p2,mS,V ,mf )×
YNYNF v
2
MN −MF (Ni-V loop)
YlMlF ×F(p2,mS,V ,mf ) (H-F loop).
(2.4)
Here F(p2,mS,V ,mf ) = − 1
16pi2
1∫
0
dx log ∆(x) and ∆(x) = xm2S,V + (1− x)m2f − x(1− x)p2
with mS,V,f being the mass of the scalar, gauge boson or fermion in the loop and p denotes
the incoming momentum. The parentheses in each case denote the particles running in
the corresponding loops where F = F 0, F−, V = W±, Z, γ and H denotes the SM higgs
doublet.
So, if YNF ≤ 10−10 then the corrections are too small to change substantially the
mixing and affect the phenomenology. The coupling YN1F has to be O(10−12) for freeze-in
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mechanism and it is natural to assume all YNiF couplings are of same order, producing
negligible radiative corrections.
The neutrino masses can be explained via type-I seesaw mechanism with appropriate
values of YN,2,3 and MN,2,3, leaving one vanishing mass eigenstate. For RH neutrino masses
MN,2,3 around 10− 100 GeV also those Yukawas are small, below 10−7, but substantially
larger than all the others. So for the neutrino sector, the model is similar to the νSM
model [10–12], and indeed it may be possible to produce here also the baryon asymmetry
of the Universe through the oscillations of the N2,3 states. On the other hand in this case
the production of the lightest heavy neutrino N1 goes via another production mechanism
than the Fuller-Shi mechanism [30] and does not have to rely on the presence of a very
large lepton asymmetry.
Some positive and negative aspects of this simple-minded scenario are:
• It is simple and minimalistic, and postulates no additional charge, discrete or con-
tinuous, for the DM particle.
• The scenario is technically natural. It is shown by explicit calculation that not only
the Yukawas but also the additional, bare mass terms involving F are stable against
radiative corrections for certain regions in the parameter space.
• However, justifying the ultra-small Yukawa interactions ∼ 10−20, and explaining why
they are not zero to start with, is a potential difficulty. Also it appears that there are
three different Yukawa coupling sizes, related to the neutrino masses, the freeze-in
mechanism and the DM decay, which have to be chosen ad-hoc.
• MlF are ‘technically natural ’ but being vectorlike bare mass terms one would naturally
expect them to be in the same ballpark as MF . But constraints on DM decay forces
MlF ≤ 1 keV MF which is difficult to explain.
2.2 Model 2
In the second model we have the same fermions as in the previous one, but we have added
a new U(1)DM gauge group and one charged scalar field (Φ) which breaks the U(1)DM
symmetry. The particle content and their charges under the SM ⊗ U(1) gauge groups are
presented in tab. 2.
The SM Lagrangian has to be extended with the following terms due to the addition
of the new fields and extra U(1)DM gauge group.
• The renormalizable terms :
L4 = Fi /DF F + ψi /Dψ ψ −MFFF −Mψψψ +NR,ii/∂ NR,i − MN,i
2
N
c
R,iNR,i
−Yν,iNR,iLLH +
(
DΦµΦ
)†
(DµΦΦ)− m
2
Φ
2
Φ†Φ− λHΦΦ†ΦH†H − λΦ(Φ†Φ)2
−1
4
BDµνB
Dµν . (2.5)
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Fields SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)DM
LL 1 2 -1/2 0
lR 1 1 -1 0
H 1 2 1/2 0
NR,2,3 1 1 0 0
ψ ≡ NR,1 1 1 0 3
F =
(
F 0
F−
)
1 2 -1/2 2
F =
(
F
0
F+
)
1 2 1/2 - 2
Φ 1 1 0 1
Table 2. The quantum numbers of Lepton, Higgs of SM and newly added fields under the SM as
well as U(1)DM gauge groups.
where DFµ = ∂µ − igw
τa
2
W aµ −
1
2
igYBY µ − 2igDZDµ,Dψµ = ∂µ − 3igDZDµ, DΦµ =
∂µ − igDZDµ and BDµν = ∂µZDν − ∂νZDµ.
• The dimension-5 terms :
L5 = − 1
MPl
[
N
c
R,iNR,i
(
Φ†Φ +H†H
)
+ FF
(
Φ†Φ +H†H
)
+ ψψ
(
Φ†Φ +H†H
)
+(L
c
LH)(LLH) + (Fσ
µνF + ψσµνψ)BYµν
]
− f1
MPl
(
FH ψΦ† + h.c
)
− f2
MPl
(
FRLLΦ
2 + h.c
)
. (2.6)
The Wilson coefficients f1 and f2 can be 1 if the corresponding dimension-5 terms
are generated via some loop-induced diagrams at the Planck scale.
After the field Φ acquires a vacuum expectation value (vD) the U(1)DM symmetry is
spontaneously broken and the corresponding gauge boson called dark gauge-boson (ZD)
gets a mass MZD ∼ gDvD and one can expand the Lagrangian with the replacement
Φ = (vD + S)/
√
2 in the unitary gauge. Similarly one can replace H → (v + h)/√2
in order to obtain possible mass terms and Higgs interaction terms. The lepton flavour
violating decay µ→ eγ is mediated by F 0−W− loop or F−−Z loop and the rate is dictated
by the LL−F mixing angle θ− ∼ f2v2D/MFMPl. The present limit on the branching ratio
of µ → eγ [31] puts a upper limit on vD. On the other hand, the out-of-equillibrium
condition on ψ puts a lower bound on vD since the ZD-boson can thermalize the DM state
via 2 → 2 scatterings. We found vD = 7× 107 GeV to be consistent with both µ → eγ as
well as DM production.
The phenomenology of this model keeping vD = 7 × 107 GeV fixed, can briefly be
stated as:
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Figure 3. Left panel: DM lifetime contours in the f1f2 vs. Mψ plane. Right panel: relic density
contours in the f1 − Mψ plane. In both the cases we have considered vD = 7 × 107 GeV and
MF = 1 TeV.
• DM Production : The dominant contribution to the ψ relic density originates also
here from the decay F → ψH. But in this case, the interaction is generated by
the dimension-5 effective operator
f1vD
MPl
F¯H ψ. In the right panel of fig. 3 we have
shown the DM relic density as a function of f1 and DM mass, where we fix the
mass of F to be 1 TeV. The observed relic density can be achieved for f1 ≈ 1 and
vD = 7 × 107 GeV.
• DM decay : The decay of DM ψ into SM final states are taking place via intermedi-
ate off-shell fermions and are therefore driven by the factor f1f2 v v
3
D/(M
2
PlMψMF )
with a combination of dimension 5 vertices. In the left panel of fig. 3 we have shown
the DM lifetime contours in the plane of DM mass Mψ and Wilson coefficients f1f2.
For a chosen benchmark with vD = 7 × 107 GeV we found that the product of the
two Wilson coefficients f1f2 has to be smaller than ∼ 10−5 to achieve a dark matter
lifetime of 1026 sec or more (see fig. 3, left-panel). So in this case the suppressed
decay can be achieved also for moderately small couplings. Note that the f1 cou-
pling also drives the DM production and has to remain of order O(1) for DM masses
in the tens of GeV, in order to produce a sufficient DM abundance, as shown in
fig. 3(right-panel).
• F 0 production and decay at colliders: The electroweak states F±, F 0, F 0 can be
produced at colliders via Drell-Yan production. Generically, we expect the charged
states to be slightly heavier than the neutral ones and be able to decay promptly into
the neutral states and pions [32]. So a substantial population of F 0, F
0
particles can
arise even at the LHC, if their mass is below 1 TeV. The decay of F 0 occurs both
in pure SM modes (W (Z)l(ν)) or in a mixed SM-BSM mode (ψ h). The latter mode
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10m
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1km
10km
f1=1,Mψ=10GeV
Figure 4. F 0 decay length contours in the f2−MF plane. Here we have assumed vD = 7×107 GeV
and Mψ = 10 GeV. We have also chosen f1 = 1 in order to have the freeze-in relic density in the
correct ballpark.
contributes to freeze-in relic density of ψ and hence has to be very slow while the
decay into SM states can occur faster via the mixing f2v
2
D/MPlMF . The dominant
part of the decay width of F 0 is therefore given by,
ΓF 0→W (Z)l(ν) =
g2weak|Vν F |2(c2V + c2A)
8pi
M3F
M2V
(
1− M
2
V
M2F
)2(
1 +
2M2V
M2F
)
. (2.7)
where VνF is proportional to f2v
2
D/MPlMF . Depending on the value of f2, F
0 can
have a decay length of few meters to one kilometer as shown in fig. 4. So the mother
particle in this scenario can realised both displaced vertices or missing energy signa-
tures and can be searched at present and future colliders [14, 33, 34].
Of course we could also lower the scale of the non-renormalizable operators from
MPl to some intermediate scale Λ and obtain still a consistent picture, as long as we
satisfy
f1vD
Λ
∼ 10−12 and the DM lifetime remains sufficiently long. Note that while
the production is driven by the factor
vD
Λ
, the decay depends on the combination
f1f2vv
3
D
Λ2MψMF
≤ 10−24 f2vvD
f1MψMF
assuming the value of the effective coupling from the
FIMP production. Then for a dark matter mass of 10 GeV, this gives a lower bound
on the value of vD as
vD ≤ 62 f1
f2
MF (2.8)
We see therefore that in that case the dark Sector could be characterised by a similar
mass scale for the scalar and fermionic states and the UV completion of the model
may appear way below the Planck scale.
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The overall advantages of this framework are:
• The effective operators in eq. (2.6), suppressed by the Planck mass, successfully
generate the effective couplings involved in DM decay as well as freeze-in in the
right ballpark, without the need to fine-tune the Wilson coefficients. Thus a rather
tantalizing connection with UV completion at the Planck scale arises, even if also
lower values of the cut-off scale are possible.
• The scenario is cosmologically consistent and anomaly free.
• The generation of neutrino masses and as well as various constraints from electroweak
phenomenology are not affected.
• The addition of the U(1)D breaking scalar Φ with the mass scale it brings in, enables
one to achieve vacuum stability all the way to Planck scale [35].
On the other hand, there is no direct connection between neutrino phenomenology
and DM phenomenology. It is straight-forward to understand that such a connection can
readily be established if we elevate the U(1)DM to U(1)Lµ−Lτ [18–24] or U(1)B−L [36–47].
We consider U(1)Lµ−Lτ in the next model.
3 Gauged U(1)Lµ−Lτ Model
Now we will move to the gauged U(1)Lµ−Lτ model. This model can explain neutrino
mass and give a decaying FIMP dark matter without any ad-hoc symmetry barring the
U(1)Lµ−Lτ . As has been mentioned in the introduction, such a scenario can help in identi-
fying a common UV completion of the modeling of slowly decaying DM and the observed
pattern in the neutrino sector, the degree of oscillation required to explain the data on
atmospheric neutrinos. In addition to the SM particle content we consider again a sym-
metry breaking scalar Φ and a vector-like fermion ψ, playing the role of the DM. So in
this case the dark matter particle is not one of the heavy neutrinos, but it is still tightly
related to the leptonic sector via the gauge symmetry and the gauge symmetry preserving
interactions.
The particle content of our model and their charges under all the gauge groups are
shown in tab. 3.
Apart from the tree level terms we have also considered possible higher order operators
and the Lagrangian of the model consist of three pieces:
L = Ldim−4 + Ldim−5 + Ldim−6. (3.1)
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Fields Spin SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)Lµ−Lτ
LLe 1/2 1 2 -1/2 0
lRe 1/2 1 1 -1 0
NRe 1/2 1 1 0 0
LLµ 1/2 1 2 -1/2 1
lRµ 1/2 1 1 -1 1
NRµ 1/2 1 1 0 1
LLτ 1/2 1 2 -1/2 -1
lRτ 1/2 1 1 -1 -1
NRτ 1/2 1 1 0 -1
Φ 0 1 1 0 1
ψL,R 1/2 1 1 0 4
Table 3. The quantum numbers of the SM Leptons and added BSM fields under SM as well as
U(1)Lµ−Lτ gauge group.
The dim-4 terms are given by,
Ldim−4 ⊃ NRii /DN,iNRi − 1
2
MeeN
c
ReNRe −
1
2
Mµτ
(
N
c
RµNRτ +N
c
RτNRµ
)
−1
2
heµ
(
N
c
ReNRµ +N
c
RµNRe
)
Φ† − 1
2
heτ
(
N
c
ReNRτ +N
c
RτNRe
)
Φ
+ψi /Dψψ −Mψψψ −
∑
α=e,µ,τ
YαLLαNRαH + V (Φ, H) (3.2)
−1
4
BDµνB
Dµν − sin 
2
BYµνB
Dµν , (3.3)
with the scalar potential,
V (Φ, H) = −m2ΦΦ†Φ + λΦ(Φ†Φ)2 + λH Φ Φ†Φ H†H. (3.4)
The presence of the term λHΦΦ
†ΦH†H causes mixing between the scalars h and φ when
the respective scalar fields acquire v.e.vs v and vD respectively. We have minimized the
potential V (Φ, H) to obtain,
v =
(
2m2HλΦ − λHΦm2Φ
λ2HΦ − 4λHλΦ
)1/2
and vD =
(
2m2ΦλH − λHΦm2H
λ2HΦ − 4λHλΦ
)1/2
. (3.5)
Diagonalizing the mass matrix give rise to the mass eigenstates:(
h1
h2
)
=
(
cos θh sin θh
− sin θh cos θh
)(
h
φ
)
(3.6)
where the mixing angle θh ≈ λHΦvvD
(m2Φ −m2h) + v
2
2 (λHΦ − λH) +
v2D
2 (λΦ − λHΦ)
.
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The kinetic mixing term
sin 
2
BYµνB
Dµν in the Lagrangian Ldim−4 will induce a mixing
between the SM-Z boson and Lµ−Lτ gauge boson ZD. The mixing angle is given by [48],
tan 2α = − mˆ
2
Z sin θW sin 2
Mˆ2ZD − mˆ2Z(cos2 − sin2  sin2 θW )
, (3.7)
where mˆZ , MˆZD are the bare masses for the SM-Z boson and ZD boson respectively. Clearly
the mixing angle α is strongly suppressed if the dark gauge boson ZD is much heavier than
the Z.
This mixing in turn induces a ψ¯ψ Z coupling gψ¯ψ Z =
sinα
cos 
gD and modifies the lepton
couplings to SM Z boson:
gfL Z =
e
sin θW cos θW
cosα
[
T3 (1 + sin θW tan  tanα)−Qf
(
sin2 θW + sin θW tan  tanα
)]
± gD sinα
cos 
(3.8)
gfR Z = −
e
sin θW cos θW
cosαQf
(
sin2 θW + sin θW tan  tanα
)± gD sinα
cos 
, (3.9)
where
(
+gD
sinα
cos 
)
is relevant for f = µ and
(−gD sinαcos  ) is for f = τ . The first term in each
case is the corresponding coupling for other SM fermions.
For our choice of parameters gD = 0.01, vD ≥ 107 GeV we get MˆZD ≥ 105 GeV and
hence sinα ≤ 10−7 even for sin  ≈ 1. This happens because the mixing angle α is
proportional to mˆ2Z/Mˆ
2
ZD
which is always small due to large vD. This causes a ψ¯ψ Z
coupling ≤ O(10−8) and thus one can neglect the effect of kinetic mixing in the following
analysis.
The dimension-5 Lagrangian consists of the following terms,
Ldim−5 ⊃ f1
Λ
ψψ
(
Φ†Φ +H†H
)
+
f2
Λ
N
c
ReNReΦ
†Φ
+
f3
Λ
(
N
c
RµNRµΦ
†2 + h.c
)
+
f3′
Λ
(
N
c
RτNRτΦ
2 + h.c
)
+
f5
Λ
∑
α=e,µ,τ
L
c
LαHLLαH
+
f6
Λ
H
(
LLeNRµΦ
† + LLµNReΦ
)
+
f7
Λ
H
(
LLeNRτΦ + LLτNReΦ
†
)
(3.10)
There is no interaction between DM ψ and other fields due to Lµ − Lτ charge of the DM
at this level but these terms have an important role to play in the neutral lepton mass
matrix and thus in the ψ − N mixing. The dimension-6 terms Ldim−6 induce the lowest
order mixing between DM ψ and SM sector2:
Ldim−6 ⊃ f4
Λ2
[(
ψLNRµ + ψRN
c
Rτ
)
Φ3 + h.c
]
+
f8
Λ2
H
(
LLµNRτΦ
†2 + LLτNRµΦ2
)
.
(3.11)
Note that here we consider a generic cut-off scale Λ ≤ MPl and contrary to the previous
case, we consider as well the dimension 6 operators, as there is no mixing between the
neutrinos and the dark matter from the lower order operators.
2We have listed only the terms which affects the dark matter and neutrino phenomenology we are going
to study hereafter.
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3.1 Neutrino Phenomenology
The neutral lepton mass terms after U(1)Lµ−Lτ breaking takes the form V †M0V , where
V = (νcL,α, NR,α,ΨR)
T with α = e, µ, τ and ΨR = (ψ
c
L, ψR). The mass matrix is,
M0 =

0
Yαv√
2
0
Y Tα v√
2
MN YNψv
3
D
Λ2
0
Y TNψv
3
D
Λ2
MΨ

. (3.12)
where,
Yα =

Ye
f6vD
Λ
f7vD
Λ
f6vD
Λ
Yµ
f8v
2
D
Λ2
f7vD
Λ
f8v
2
D
Λ2
Yτ
 , YNψ =
 0 0f4 0
0 f4
 , (3.13)
MN =

1
2Mee heµvD heτvD
hTeµvD
f3v
2
D
Λ
Mµτ
hTeτvD Mµτ
f3v
2
D
Λ
 , MΨ =
(
0 Mψ
Mψ 0
)
. (3.14)
For simplicity we neglect f8v
2
D/Λ
2 since this term is suppressed by vD/Λ compared to the
terms proportional to f6,7, as well as the terms O(v3D/Λ2) in M0. Diagonalizing the mass
matrix M0 we obtain then,
MN =
(
Yαv√
2
)
UPMNS
(
mdiagν
)−1
UTPMNS
(
Yαv√
2
)T
. (3.15)
Here mdiagν = diag(m1,m2,m3), where m1 is mass of the lightest neutrino. Comparing the
(22) and (33) elements of the above equation with MN in eq. (3.14) we get,(
f6vD
Λ
)2(U2e1
m1
+
U2e2
m2
+
U2e3
m3
)
+ 2
(
f6vD
Λ
Yµ
)(
Ue1Uµ1
m1
+
Ue2Uµ2
m2
+
Ue3Uµ3
m3
)
+Y 2µ
(
U2µ1
m1
+
U2µ2
m2
+
U2µ3
m3
)
=
2
v2
f3v
2
D
Λ
(3.16)
and, (
f7vD
Λ
)2(U2e1
m1
+
U2e2
m2
+
U2e3
m3
)
+ 2
(
f7vD
Λ
Yτ
)(
Ue1Uτ1
m1
+
Ue2Uτ3
m2
+
Ue3Uτ3
m3
)
+Y 2τ
(
U2τ1
m1
+
U2τ2
m2
+
U2τ3
m3
)
=
2
v2
f3′v
2
D
Λ
. (3.17)
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Here Uαi are elements of the UPMNS matrix:
UPMNS ≡
 c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδCP−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδCP (c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδCP) s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδCP (−c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδCP) c23c13
× P
(3.18)
with P = diag(1, eiα/2, eiβ/2) and c12 = cos θ12 etc. The eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) essentially
determine the parameter space of the model. Interestingly, in the usual Lµ−Lτ scenario one
does not consider the higher-dimensional terms and it becomes difficult to obtain a neutrino
mass spectra consistent with the PLANCK constraint of
∑
i=1,2,3
|mνi| ≤ 0.11 eV [49]. In our
case instead we obtain a large parameter space satisfying neutrino oscillation data which
also satisfy the PLANCK constraint as we will discuss below.
By diagonalizing the mass matrixM0 one also obtains the mixing between DM ψ and
SM neutrinos which is given by,
Uνψ ≈ − Y
T
NΨY
T
α
MNMΨ
(
vv3D√
2Λ2
)
. (3.19)
Following eqs. (3.16), (3.17) and (3.19) one can understand that vD/Λ and v
2
D/Λ are
again the key parameters and they determine now both the neutrino as well as the DM
phenomenology. One can further see from eq. (3.19) that the DM-SM neutrino mixing angle
Uνψ is not only determined by the combination v
3
D/Λ
2 but also by the sterile neutrino-
active neutrino mixing angle UνN ' Y Tα v/
√
2MN and thus the DM phenomenology is
quite entangled with the neutrino phenomenology in this scenario.
Let us first consider the neutrino sector and eqs. (3.16) and (3.17). A large number
of parameters appears there, and to understand the dependence on them one need to
assume only some of them dominate in the equations. For example, if we consider the
case vD/Λ  Yµ,τ then only the first terms in eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) are important and
under the assumption of f6,7,3,3′ ≈ 1, one needs Λ ' v
2
2
(
U2e1
m1
+
U2e2
m2
+
U2e3
m3
)
∼ 1014 GeV,
similar to the scale needed by generating the light neutrino masses with the dimension-5
Weinberg operator. In the opposite extreme, taking vD/Λ  Yµ,τ , one obtains instead
Y 2i '
2
v2
f3,3′v
2
D
Λ
(
U2i1
m1
+
U2i2
m2
+
U2i3
m3
)−1
' 10−14 GeV−1 f3,3′v
2
D
Λ
(here i = µ, τ). Now it is
clear that if f3,3′v
2
D/Λ . 10−2 then the Majorana neutrino masses are of O(100MeV) and
will have very suppressed mixing angles θνN ∼ 10−5. These neutrinos will therefore be
extremely long-lived and their late time decays will be in tension with BBN prediction of
light-element abundances. A large value of v2D/Λ will decrease the DM lifetime (following
eq. (3.19)) and we will need to push f4 to smaller values to make DM stable till today.
Therefore only a window of values for v2D/Λ is viable, where the lower bound is set by the
neutrino sector and upper bound is dictated by the DM lifetime.
The intermediate situation Yµ,τ ' vD/Λ is more interesting to look at, as then all
the terms in the l.h.s are important. Under the assumption of Yµ,τ ' vD/Λ with a scan
over vD and Λ we did not find any parameter point consistent with |f3|, |f3′ | ≤ 1 for
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Figure 5. Left Panel: Value of the coupling f3 giving a solution of the condition in eq. (3.16)
as a function of the Majorana phase α in the PMNS mixing matrix. Right Panel: Value of the
coupling f3 giving a solution of the condition in eq. (3.16) as a function of the Yukawa and Wilson
coefficients phases. For smaller values of vD, a correlation among the phases becomes apparent,
which disappears for larger values.
vD . 107 GeV and Λ . 1014 GeV. This is mainly because keeping Yµ,τ ' vD/Λ fixed if
one reduces the values of vD and Λ, v
2
D/Λ becomes too small and thus it is not possible
to satisfy |f3|, |f3′ | ≤ 1. We have chosen vD = 107 GeV, Λ = 1014 GeV as our benchmark
in the following analysis. For larger values of vD,Λ with the same ratio Yµ,τ ' vD/Λ, the
couplings |f3|, |f3′ | can be very small and the eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) are satisfied without any
cancellation among different terms in the l.h.s.. As an illustration we have shown in fig. 5
the allowed values of α and |Arg(Yµ)−Arg(f6vD/Λ)| for two different benchmarks (vD,Λ) =
(107 GeV, 1014 GeV) and (1012 GeV, 1019 GeV). Although the values of vD/Λ ' 10−7 in
both the cases, v2D/Λ is larger in the latter scenario. Thus the distribution of parameter
points for (vD,Λ) = (10
7 GeV, 1014 GeV)(red-dotted) is shifted upward by a factor of 105
compared to the case (vD,Λ) = (10
12 GeV, 1019 GeV)(blue-dotted). Thus we see that for
(vD,Λ) = (10
7 GeV, 1014 GeV) one needs cancellation among several terms in the l.h.s of
eqs. (3.16) and (3.17). Such a cancellation occurs if |Arg (Yµ(τ))−Arg (f6(7)vD/Λ) | ' pi/2
or 3pi/2 and α ' 0 or 2pi.
To explore the correlations in case of vD ∼ 107 GeV,Λ = 1014 GeV, we keep some of the
parameters appearing in eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) fixed while others are varied within specified
ranges. A comprehensive list of all the parameters and their range is given in tab. 4.
We have chosen the values of the varied parameters (m1, δCP, α, β,Arg(Yµ,τ ), Arg(f6,7))
randomly within specified ranges and points for which |f3|, |f3′ | ≤ 1 are considered as
viable points. We have presented results for normal hierarchy(NH) of neutrino masses. A
correlation among several parameters can also be seen in fig. 6. The Majorana phase α
tends to be either close to 0 or 2pi while β shows a peculiar pattern with δCP. We also found
that small values of the lightest neutrino mass m1 is disfavoured since that will enhance the
left-hand side of eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) which in turn drives |f3|, |f3′ | to be larger than unity
thus violating perturbativity. We found a lower limit of m1 ≥ 0.0011eV in our random
scan over a billion points. Interestingly, δCP is rather unconstrained in this scenario.
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Fixed Parameters Values Varied Parameters Ranges
vD 10
7 GeV m1 [0.001 , 0.026] eV
Λ 1014 GeV δCP [0, 2pi]
|f6,7| 1 α [0, 2pi]
|Ye,µ,τ | 10−7 β [0, 2pi]
θ12 33.85
o Arg(f6) [0, 2pi]
θ23 48.35
o Arg(Yµ) [0, 2pi]
θ13 8.61
o Arg(f7) [0, 2pi]
Arg(Yτ ) [0, 2pi]
Table 4. Parameters kept fixed during our analysis for producing fig. 6 and the parameters which
have been varied within certain ranges are tabulated.
0
2
CP
0
2
0.004 0.014 0.024
m1(eV)
0
2
0 2
CP
0 2
Figure 6. Correlation among different phases relevant for neutrino oscillation: the CP-phase(δCP)
and the Majorana phases (α, β). The correlation of each of these phases with the lightest neutrino
mass(m1) is shown in the left most column. These correlation is found under the assumption of
tab. 4.
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Figure 7. Prediction for 0νββ from our model for the parameter points obtained during our scan
over a billion points. The absence of cancellation between different phases maximizes |mββ | in our
model.
Since m1 can not be arbitrarily low, we expect chances of observing neutrinoless double
beta decay(0νββ). The amplitude for 0νββ decay is given by,
A0νββ ∝
∑
i=e,µ,τ
U2ei miMNME(mi) + U2νψ MψMNME(Mψ) (3.20)
whereMNME(µ) is the nuclear matrix element (at the scale µ). We have explicitly checked
that the second term in eq. (3.20) (DM contribution) is negligible compared to the first
term (active neutrino contribution) due to the smallness of the DM-SM neutrino mixing
angle Uνψ(see eq. (3.19)). In addition, for Mψ & 100 MeV the nuclear matrix element is a
sharply decreasing function of energy, MNME(Mψ) MNME(0) [50] . Thus the effective
Majorana neutrino mass is given by the pure RH neutrino contribution and is related to
the light neutrino masses and mixings as,
|mββ | ≈ |c212c213m1 + s212c213eiαm2 + s213e−i(2δCP−β)m3|. (3.21)
We have plotted our prediction for |mββ | in fig. 7. We have also showed the projected
sensitivity of KamLAND-Zen [51] and the DARWIN [52] experiements and our model can
be probed by DARWIN. It is interesting to note that since m1 & 0.0011 eV all the light
neutrino masses are nearly of same order in our model. Consequently, the third term in
eq. (3.21) is always negligible compared to the first two terms due to the smallness of
s13 and mββ is dictated by the sum of the first two terms. Moreover, fig. 6 indicates
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that most of the solution points are concentrated in the neighbourhood of small α or near
α = 2pi, and thus no cancellation among the different contributions can take place giving
|mββ | ' c213m1 ≈ m1, along the upper boundary of the normal hierarchy green band in
fig. 7.
Since the neutrino masses are essentially generated via Type-I SeeSaw mechanism the
mass eigenvalues of the heavy Majorana neutrinos in our model do not depend very strongly
on the exact value of the U(1)Lµ−Lτ breaking v.e.v. vD or the cut-off Λ. We generally
obtain heavy neutrino masses in the range 10−4 − 1000 GeV, so those states remain near
to the EW scale.
3.2 Dark Matter Phenomenology
The phenomenology of DM has two important parts namely the production and its decay.
3.2.1 Dark Matter Production
Since the DM has very suppressed couplings, we consider again DM production via the
freeze-in mechanism. But in this model, the freeze-in production of DM can take place via
the decay φ → ψψ¯ or via 2 → 2 scatterings φφ†(ff¯) → ψψ¯ through non-renormalizable
operators 3. We shall assume that Φ is in thermal equilibrium during the cosmological evo-
lution which is true since it mixes substantially with the SM Higgs. The decay contribution
is given by [5]:
YIR ≈ 136
4pi4
MPl
gs∗
√
gρ∗
gΦ ΓΦ→ψψ¯
M2Φ
∫ ∞
xmin
dx x3 K1(x) (3.22)
where xmin = MΦ/TRH . The scatterings φφ
†(ff¯) → ψψ¯ are mediated by the Lµ − Lτ
gauge boson ZD. The contribution to the yield from the scatterings ij → ψψ¯ is given by,
Y ijUV ≈
g4DQ
2
ψMPl
pi9gs∗
√
gρ∗MΦ
∫ ∞
MΦ/TRH
dx
∫ ∞
0
dy
y3K1(y)
(y2 − x2M2ZD/M2Φ)2 + x4
(
MZDΓZD/M
2
Φ
)2
×

y × 30Q
2
f
27
when ij is ff¯
(y2 − 4x2)3/2 × 15
√
90Q2Φ
256
when ij is ΦΦ†
.
(3.23)
where ΓZD =
g3DvD
4pi
6Q2f +Q2ψ + Q2Φ4
[
1− 4M
2
Φ
M2ZD
]3/2 is the total decay width of the
gauge boson ZD.
3We have checked explicitly that for most of the parameter region the contribution due to HH → ψψ¯
is negligible compared to the decay contribution φ → ψψ¯. On the other hand as long as MΦ ≥ mH the
freeze-in production occurs above EWSB and h→ ψψ¯ does not contribute.
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Figure 8. Left panel depicts the contours of g4DYUV /YIR as a function of MΦ and TRH . Right
panel depicts the Ωh2 = 0.12 contours in the MΦ − f1 plane.
In order to find the relative importance of the decay and scattering process we have plotted
the ratio g4DYUV /YIR in the left-panel of fig. 8. The contribution from the scattering is
negligible as long as TRH  MZD since the s-channel propagator MZD is off-shell in this
region. Moreover the presence of the ZD decay width in the denominator gives a g
−4
D
suppression in YUV , which is also evident in fig. 8 (left-panel). We have assumed gD to be
0.01 which ensures that the IR contribution is always dominant.
Thus considering only the φ→ ψψ¯ contribution we obtain:
ΩFIh
2 ≈ 0.1
(
f1vD/Λ
1.51× 10−9
)2( Mψ
1MeV
)(
MΦ
1TeV
)−1 [
1− 4M
2
ψ
M2Φ
]3/2
. (3.24)
The contours of ΩFIh
2 = 0.12 are shown in the right panel of fig. 8 in the plane of f1
and MΦ. As the mass of the DM increases, lower values of the coupling f1 are required to
obtain the correct relic density while f1 can increase for increasing MΦ.
3.2.2 Dark Matter Decay
The DM mixes with the SM neutrinos via the mixing given in eq. (3.19). Thus the DM
decays can occur via ψ → Z∗ν → ff¯ν or ψ →W±∗l∓ → ff¯ ′l∓ process. The corresponding
decay width is,
Γffνψ ≈
(
1026s
)−1( Mψ
1MeV
)5( |Uνψ|
6.345× 10−12
)2
(3.25)
and radiative decay of the DM ψ → νγ gives,
Γνγψ ≈
(
1.34× 1030s)−1( Mψ
1MeV
)5( |Uνψ|
6.345× 10−12
)2
(3.26)
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Figure 9. Prediction for DM lifetime with several neutrino physics parameters. Top panel is
for the tree-level decays ψ → l+l−ν, νν¯ν while bottom panel is for the loop-induced decay ψ →
ν γ. In both the cases we have shown the available limit from INTEGRAL(dashed dot line) and
COMPTEL(dashed line).
The dependence of DM lifetime on several neutrino physics parameters are shown in fig. 9
for a DM mass of 10 MeV with f4 = 10
−3. The horizontal lines are the upper limit on the
DM lifetime obtained form INTEGRAL [53] and COMPTEL [54] experiments. As we can
see that most of the parameter space is beyond the reach of the present limits. In fig. 10 we
have shown the constraints on the Wilson coefficient f4 vs DM mass Mψ plane as obtained
from INTEGRAL [53], COMPTEL [54] and EGRET [55] experiments. The dashed line
in fig. 10 depicts the conservative limit (the weakest constraint) on f4, whereas the solid
line shows the optimistic limit i.e the possible strongest constraint. For our chosen values
of vD = 10
7 GeV,Λ = 1014 GeV the region above the dashed line is always disallowed.
The benchmark points to derive the conservative and optimistic limit are given in tab. 5.
We found that the constraints on the Wilson coefficient f4 are dominantly determined
by ψ → e+e−ν for Mψ > 1 MeV in spite of the stronger constraints for the channel in
monochromatic photons [29]. This is mainly because for the same mixing angle the DM
lifetime is nearly four orders of magnitude larger in case of the radiative decay due to the
loop suppression compared to tree level decay. For a DM mass lower than 1 MeV the three
body decay is not possible and only radiative decay restricts f4. This can be seen from the
right panel in fig. 10 where the DM mass starts from 40 keV.
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Figure 10. Constraints on the f4−Mψ plane from INTEGRAL (Blue), COMPTEL (Orange) and
EGRET (Green). The dashed lines correspond to most conservative limit and the solid lines depict
the optimistic limits. The region above the dashed lines is always ruled out for vD = 10
7 GeV,Λ =
1014 GeV.
Conservative Limit Parameters Optimistic Limit
0.023 eV m1 0.026 eV
1.46pi δCP 1.67pi
1.99pi α 0.23pi
1.83pi β 1.66pi
10−7e0.049ipi Yµ 10−7e0.73ipi
10−7e1.63ipi Yτ 10−7e1.36ipi
e1.5ipi f6 e
0.22ipi
e1.1ipi f7 e
1.86ipi
Table 5. Neutrino oscillation parameters that gives conservative and optimistic limits on f4 as
shown in fig. 10.
3.3 Other Phenomenological Issues
• Direct Detection of DM: The DM ψ carries Lµ−Lτ charge and therefore interacts
only with the second and third generation leptons. Nevertheless, it can scatter off the
electrons via φ and h mediated t-channel diagrams thus providing the possibility of
a signal in direct detection at low energies. Following [56] one can define a reference
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cross-section (σ¯e) and a DM form-factor (FDM) as
σ¯e =
µ2χe y
2
e θ
2
h
2m4Φ
(
f1vD
Λ
)2 (1 + α2m2e/4m2χ)(1 + α2m2e/4m2e)(
1 + α2m2e/m
2
Φ
)2 (3.27)
F 2DM(q) =
(1 + q2/4m2χ)(1 + q
2/4m2e)(
1 + q2/m2Φ
)2 ×
(
1 + α2m2e/m
2
Φ
)2
(1 + α2m2e/4m
2
χ)(1 + α
2m2e/4m
2
e)
(3.28)
which essentially determine the DM direct detection rate. Here µχe is the reduced
mass of DM-electron system and ye is the electron Yukawa coupling. We found that
even for MΦ ' 10 GeV the reference cross-section σ¯e . 10−69 cm2 for θh ∼ 0.1 4
Such a small value of σ¯e is actually two-fold suppressed: both by (i) the presence of
the freeze-in coupling f1vD/Λ and (ii) the electron Yukawa coupling (ye). A target
of muons or tauons would be more promising, as the Yukawa couplings are larger
and also the channel with the exchange of a ZD gauge boson is possible, but still the
expected rate is too low to be measured in future experiments.
• Electron Dipole Moment: The presence of the additional scalar φ also opens
up the possibility of a new contribution to electron dipole moment(EDM) at two-
loop [58]. The EDM contribution is given by,
die = eL
i
e
∫
d4q d4k f iscalar(q, k) (3.29)
where we have used
∫
d4q d4k f iscalar(q, k) ' 0.95M2N,i/m2W and
Lie ' 4× 10−27 cm
(
f3,3′vD
Λ
)
θ2νNiθh
MNi
mW
, (3.30)
where θνNi is the Ni − ν mixing angle and f3,3′vD/Λ is the vertex factor for NiNiφ.
The smallness of the terms f3,3′vD/Λ ∼ 10−7 and θνNi ∼ 10−6 gives an enormous
suppression of order ∼ 10−19. As a result we get de . 10−43 e cm which is far too
low compared to the latest bound from ACME (de . 10−29 e cm) [59].
• Collider constraints:
In this model, the only dark sector fields that may appear at colliders apart from the
DM are the scalar field (φ) responsible for the U(1)Lµ−Lτ breaking and the heavy
neutrinos (Ni) below the TeV scale. Since the scalar mixes with the SM Higgs as in
portal models, we expect similar signatures in the Higgs sector, i.e. a contribution of
DM to the invisible Higgs width and a modification of the Higgs couplings to the SM
fermions. Also in case the scalar field is light, it may be produced via the mixing with
the Higgs via gluon fusion [60]. For example, σ(gg → φ) ∼ 0.5 pb for MΦ = 500 GeV
and θh = 0.1 [61].
4Note that here either in the DM vertex or in the SM vertex a Φ−h mixing angle must be present. and
from up-to-date Higgs precision measurement one has θh . 0.1 [57].
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The heavy Majorana neutrinos couple to the SM via small neutrino Yukawa couplings
and to the φ via Yukawas heµ,eτ etc. For our choice of parameters vD = 10
7 GeV,Λ =
1014 GeV we obtain heµ,eτ ' 10−7 and thus BR(φ→ N¯N) . 10−9 even for θh ' 0.1
and N¯N production rate via φ-mediation is negligible at the 13 TeV LHC. On the
other hand, the pp→ h→ N¯N is also suppressed due to the smallness of heµ,eτ while
pp → W± → N¯ l± is negligible due to smallness of ν − N mixing UνN ' 10−6. At
the LHC with
√
s =13 TeV, even for an integrated luminosity of L = 3000 fb−1, the
number of expected N events are ' 0.1(h-mediation) and 0.01(W-mediation). If these
heavy sterile neutrinos are produced, they will appear as long-lived states [62–64],
cτN ' 12 km
(
MN
10 GeV
)−5(UνN
10−6
)−2
. (3.31)
On the other hand, in the scenario we discussed, the ZD gauge boson is very heavy
in order to keep the dark matter state out of equilibrium, as discussed in section 3.2
and therefore does not produce signatures at colliders.
The overall advantages of this U(1)Lµ−Lτ model are:
• Non-renormalizable effective operators, suppressed by the cut-off scale Λ ≤ MPl
successfully generate also in this case the effective couplings involved in DM decay
as well as freeze-in in the right ballpark, without the need to fine-tune the Wilson
coefficients. Moreover those operators also contribute to the neutrino masses and
allow to modify the usual U(1)Lµ−Lτ predictions, lowering the sum of the neutrino
masses below the present Planck constraint.
• For the lowest possible vD scale, an interesting cancellation among the different pa-
rameters of the neutrino mass matrix takes place, giving a correlation among the CP
phases and the phases of the couplings. Unfortunately those correlations do not re-
strict the value of the Dirac phase, but they allow to restrict the range of the allowed
effective mass for neutrinoless double beta decay, pointing to a relatively large value.
• The scenario is cosmologically consistent and anomaly free.
• The addition of the U(1)Lµ−Lτ breaking scalar Φ with the mass scale it brings in,
induces mixings with the Higgs scalar and could allow the production of the new
scalar state at colliders.
4 Summary and Conclusions
We have studied a set of three models in sequence, explaining the phenomenology of neu-
trinos and containing a decaying FIMP dark matter candidate. We focused on a fermionic
DM as an example. To start with, we have considered a simple renormalizable model
of SM singlet fermions which produces from the decay of a vectorlike fermion doublet F
while decays via Yukawa interactions with SM Higgs. The existence of the DM till today
requires tiny Yukawa couplings of order ∼ 10−20 or less. Such extremely small couplings
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albeit ‘technically natural’ are difficult to explain, as well as the presence of very different
Yukawa coupling sizes for neutrinos masses, FIMP production and DM decay.
Thus we moved to a model where the DM is charged under an additional U(1) under
which all SM particles are neutral. In this scenario both the DM production and decay
occurs via higher-dimensional operators and thus are naturally small. These models have
interesting collider signatures in terms of the vectorlike fermion decays, which explain
the DM abundance in the Universe. Though this model can naturally explain the small
couplings required for DM production and decay there is no direct connection between the
phenomenology of the neutrino and of the DM sectors.
Next, we have attributed charges to SM leptons under the added U(1). Inspired by
the pattern of neutrino mixing as well as anomaly cancellation, the abelian symmetry
adopted here is U(1)Lµ−Lτ . We have studied this model in detail and shown that, due
to the non-renormalizable operators, the neutrino mass matrix is modified. This makes is
possible to satisfy the PLANCK limit on the sum of neutrino masses and at the same time
obtain a sizable 0νββ rate, which could be observed in future generation experiments. DM
production from the decay of the Lµ − Lτ -charged scalar φ, playing in this case the role
of the mother particle in FIMP production, has been computed in detail, thus eliciting
constraints on the Wilson coefficients that drive DM decay.
We have also studied the possibility of DM direct detection via electron scattering and
the contribution to electron dipole moment though we conclude that these effects are much
lower than the reach of the future generation experiments. Implications of the neutrino
physics parameters in DM decay have also been studied. Although strict correlations are
yet to be identified, mostly due to the multiplicity of parameters, it is expected that further
data from the neutrino sector, especially those on one or more CP-violating phases there,
will serve to validate or restrict a scenario of the kind described here.
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